SPRING CLEAN-UP CHECK LIST

- KEEP YOUR RECORDS STRAIGHT
  It is important to maintain your emergency call lists. If someone has moved or changed their phone number please call us to replace or remove their number so we can keep accurate records in the event of an emergency.

- CLEAN YOUR SMOKE DETECTORS
  Power Alarm urges you to clean and maintain your smoke detectors every year. Dust and dirt build up can cause false readings on smokes and can also block them from recognizing a real emergency. They should be replaced every 5 years along with CO detectors.

- TEST YOUR ALARM SYSTEM.
  Step 1 - Call our Central Station at (216) 383-0300 to put your system on test (Have your account number or password ready)
  Step 2 - Arm your system, trigger an alarm to go off. When you hear the siren, you may disarm your alarm system.
  Step 3 - Call us at (216) 383-0300 to make sure we received your alarm signal. If the signal is not received call Power Alarm at (216) 289-5600 for further assistance.

- SMART HOME SOLUTIONS
  Maybe it’s time get up to date with newer technology and convenience on the go. Power Alarm offers Smart Home automation for homes and business. See if your system is compatible by calling (216) 289-5600.

THE LEADING CAUSE OF HOME TRAGEDIES IN THE UNITED STATES IS FIRE

Whether you are home or away Power Alarm monitored smoke detectors can identify the first signs of danger when seconds are critical. When fire is detected, the monitoring center promptly dispatches local emergency response to keep your family and pets safe and minimize property damage.

Call today for a no obligation quote on how you can keep your pets and loved ones safe with monitored fire alarm service.

PICK THE BEST BILLING OPTION SUITED FOR YOU.

Power Alarm gives you the convenient option to pay your invoice monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, or annually. If you wish to pay the year up front we offer one month free.

You may also get on an auto-debit/credit plan where we can automatically debit your money from your bank each month so you can forget the hassle of sending in payments on your own.

Paying online is quick and easy and saves you from having to mail in a payment. You can go to our website at www.poweralarm.com and click on the pay your bill tab at the top of the screen. You will need to place a one-time call to our office (216) 289-5600 to provide an email address to get set up. Once you are set up you may view and pay your invoices right from your computer. It is that easy!

Power alarm also offers the option of emailing your invoice to you. Call today to add your email address for invoices and critical up to date information at your fingertips.

THE ORIGIN OF CINCO DE MAYO

Cinco de Mayo—or the fifth of May—is a holiday commemorating the date of the Mexican army’s 1862 victory over France at the Battle of Puebla during the Franco-Mexican War (1861-1867). A relatively minor holiday in Mexico, in the United States Cinco de Mayo has evolved into a celebration of Mexican culture and heritage, particularly in areas with large Mexican-American populations.